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DRAMA

SEEDS
Laura Shamas

CAST

MARIE. Sister, female/female-identifying, thirties.
DANIEL. Brother, male/male-identifying, thirties.
FRANCO. Father, male/male-identifying, fifties to sixties.
JUANITA. Mother, female/female-identifying, fifties to sixties.

SETTING

Time: the future. Place: a reservation.

NOTES

Winner of the 2017 Von Marie Atchley Award for Excellence in 
Playwriting from Native Voices at the Autry Short Play Festival. 
Developed and presented by Native Voices at the Autry for the Native 
Voices Seventh Annual Short Play Festival, November 12, 2017. 
Developed with the support of New Native Theatre, Artistic Director, 
Rhiana Yazzie, St. Paul-Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Lights up on an empty living room. MARIE and DANIEL sit 
across from one another. There is a big glass jar of golden seeds 
between them.

MARIE. He finally walked on.
DANIEL. Yeah.
MARIE. Everyone’s left. They took what they wanted. We can leave 
now.
DANIEL. Yeah. I need to head back to town soon.
MARIE. Okay, okay. (Clears her throat.) It’s hard to close it all up.
DANIEL. I know, even though we haven’t lived here since—
MARIE. I got married ten years ago.
DANIEL. Right.
MARIE. There’s just one thing we have left.
DANIEL. (Nods to the seeds.) Right. Shall we flip for them?
MARIE. (Refers to the jar.) Look, I know you want them. But, as the 
firstborn child, I think they should go to me.
DANIEL. Hey. I’m his oldest son. They should go to me, obviously. 
Tradition. 
MARIE. Oh, please. Dad wasn’t like that.
DANIEL. He wouldn’t have left me nothing.
MARIE. (Shrugs.) If he’d only had a will . . .
DANIEL. Let’s just open them up and split them. Fifty-fifty.
MARIE. You know we can’t do that. That would ruin them. They’re 
specially sealed.
DANIEL. Are they? What did he tell you about them?
MARIE. That they’re from his father’s father’s father’s garden.
DANIEL. No. No. Much older. At least seven generations. That’s what 
he told me, anyway.
MARIE. He told me they were secret, just for us, that we couldn’t tell 
the rest of the rez about them.
DANIEL. That’s what he told me, too.
MARIE. I wonder why.
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MARIE gets up and holds the jar to the light.

DANIEL. Wonder what ancient plant they really are. Are they 
contraband?
MARIE. That’s not how I see it. He was trying to leave us a way to 
survive, to eat, a tie to our people, our food. It was his way of leaving 
us something important, an indigenous legacy. And if you give the 
seeds to me, I’ll plant them. I’ll grow them. I’ll share the harvest with 
you. We’ll find out what it is. Then I’ll give you the seeds from the 
next bloom. I promise.
DANIEL. No, Marie. It’s absolutely not time to plant them. They need 
to be saved for the future. I’ll keep them in a safe place for us, like he 
did. Until we absolutely need them. I mean, things are very bad now. 
That’s true. But we need to save them until there is nearly nothing 
left, and we have no other way to eat.
MARIE. Where will you store them? You don’t even have a home. 
And they’ve already raided all the seed banks. Maybe Dad knew they 
were going to do that, and that’s why these had to be kept secret.
DANIEL. Maybe. At least he left us a map to where they were buried 
near here. I’ll find a good safe place like that somewhere, and keep 
them with me.
MARIE. We do need them now. I’ve got to feed my family. Times are 
hard.
DANIEL. Anything you plant will be visible. It could be raided and 
uprooted by others. You know gardens are forbidden now.
MARIE. I’ll find a hidden patch somewhere.
DANIEL. Really? And with water rationing, I doubt there’s enough 
you can sneak out to use on a garden anywhere.
MARIE. Maybe the plant is drought-resistant. Dad was smart like 
that. We both need money. Maybe we can sell the seeds on the 
farmers’ black market.
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DANIEL gets up and looks out the window.

DANIEL. I’m broke but I’m not selling Dad’s seeds. They may be the 
last pure seeds left on the planet. He was the last one still here, so 
they are going to start drilling soon.
MARIE. Oil always wins, even though the corporation promised 
they’d never do this—
DANIEL. I got the hammer right outside to board up the doors, as 
he would have wanted. But it won’t matter. They’re going to raze this 
place tomorrow. You and I both know it.
MARIE. That’s why these seeds are so important. They’re all that’s left 
of our home. That’s why we must plant them now.
DANIEL. I love you, sis, but we’re at odds. You want the seeds to 
plant them. I want the seeds to save them. Can’t have it both ways. 
Unless you want to split them?
MARIE. I don’t want to split them. We may need all of them to plant 
at the same time in order to enhance the odds of growing just one 
plant.  

MARIE looks at the jar. She touches the top of it. Then, a 
discovery.

MARIE. Hey. Feel this. (She hands it to DANIEL.)
DANIEL. What?
MARIE. The top of the container. It’s not smooth.
DANIEL. (Running his hands over it.) Something’s there. I think it’s a 
chip!
MARIE. (Reaching over to feel it again.) Yes! How did he do that? You 
can’t tell from looking at it.
DANIEL. That’s so Dad.
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MARIE. Remember how they used to provide an oral history of every 
plant at the seed bank? I’ll bet that’s what this is.
DANIEL. So we need to play it. 

DANIEL pulls out a small knife and tries to scrape the hidden 
chip off of the top.

MARIE. Be careful.
DANIEL. (Scraping it.) I know, I know. 

DANIEL holds up a very small chip. They both look up at it in 
mild awe.

MARIE. Wow. How old is that technology?
DANIEL. Ancient. Like the seeds, maybe?
MARIE. We don’t have anything to play it on.
DANIEL. Dad probably had some antique device that worked.
MARIE. (Looking around.) But everything’s already gone.
DANIEL. True.
MARIE. (Shrugs.) Oh, well. It could just be nothing. Let me know if 
you ever find out what’s on it.
DANIEL. Now, come on. Don’t give up so easily. We gotta find a way 
to play it.
MARIE. That’s your department, not mine.
DANIEL. It could be self-activating. They used to do that, you know.
MARIE. When?
DANIEL. Back then. With the ancients.
MARIE. So it just needs . . . what did they used to call it . . . 
”initializing”?
DANIEL. Something like that.
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DANIEL fools around with the chip and his small knife. 
Suddenly, FRANCO appears.

FRANCO. Chokma! If you are seeing this, then it means I’ve walked 
on.
MARIE. Dad! He looks so young!
DANIEL. It’s a hologram! Remember those?
MARIE. Can you control it?
DANIEL. No—

FRANCO clears his throat, adjust himself and a camera lens 
only visible to him.

MARIE. Can we replay it? Or do we have one shot?
DANIEL. Sshhh!
FRANCO. If you are one of my loved ones, I’m sorry for the shock. 
I’ve never been much good at public speaking.
DANIEL. Not true, Dad. You were always great.
MARIE. Ssshhh!
FRANCO. (Holding up the jar of golden seeds.) These seeds were from 
my father’s father’s father’s garden.
MARIE. (To DANIEL) Told ya.
FRANCO. And before that, four generations before. And beyond.
DANIEL. (To MARIE) See?
FRANCO. This is an ancient squash called Olbi’. It’ll grow to be a 
huge thing, with bright colors of yellow and orange. I give it to you 
because you can survive on it if you have to. It will sustain you. It 
needs a lot of space. You can make soup and bread from it. You 
can eat the extra seeds for protein if you need to—as long as there 
are enough seeds to save for the next generation. You can slice this 
squash and dry it out to eat all year. To start, you just need some soil 
and water—which I realize may not exist by the time you see this. 
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But you’ll have to find some soil to tend it. And steal some water. If 
you can plant it, it’ll yield small sprouts within ten days, starting first 
with some big yellow blossoms. Then it’ll take a month to produce a 
squash on a vine, and a few weeks longer before it’s ready to eat. So 
plan accordingly. But the most important thing is, you cannot let it 
go extinct. You must never let it go extinct. Got it? It is an indigenous 
seed. It has not been genetically altered. It is . . . pure.
DANIEL and MARIE. (Together.) Got it.
MARIE. So we should plant it now.
DANIEL. No!
FRANCO. Also, and this is key: this squash is drought-resistant. You 
can use it when there is no more water. It will grow. But the more 
water, the bigger the yield.
DANIEL. I knew it!

Suddenly, JUANITA appears in the hologram.

JUANITA. What’s all this about?
MARIE. Mom?
DANIEL. She was still alive when he made this!
MARIE. Look at them together! She’s so young.
FRANCO. (To JUANITA.) It’s nothing—just about these seeds. 
(Turning back to recording.) Sorry for the interruption.
JUANITA. The secret seeds. For the future. Right. (She laughs.)
FRANCO. You know they are important.

The quick background sounds of two CHILDREN playing are 
heard: “Mom, Danny’s gonna eat a worm! / Am not. / He’s 
doing it. / Am not!”

JUANITA. The secret seeds are right in there. Don’t you know?
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FRANCO smiles at JUANITA and nods.

MARIE. (Turns to her brother.) They’re talking about us. That’s us as 
kids, Daniel!
FRANCO. Of course.

Suddenly, there is a disruption and the hologram begins to 
break-up.

FRANCO. (Softly.) . . . Most important . . . to save some . . . next 
generation . . . but when you plant . . . must sing . . . one of our songs 
. . . 

FRANCO sings“We hay a hay a ho, way hay a hay a ho. We 
hay—. Then the hologram stops completely.

MARIE. Dang it, Dan! Can you do anything to fix it?
DANIEL. (Looking at it.) Maybe back at the lab, but I need tools. The 
chip’s so old. We’re lucky we got this much.
MARIE. Okay, okay.

MARIE crosses the room back to the jar, picks it up, and looks 
at the seeds.

MARIE. Do you know the right songs? Because I don’t.
DANIEL. Yes, you do. Remember? (Daniel begins to chant The Four 
Corners Song, related to the four directions, the four seasons, and in 
honor of warriors.) We hay a hay a ho, way hay a hay a ho, we hay a 
hay a ho—
DANIEL and MARIE. (Together.) — way hay a hay a ho.
MARIE. (Pause.) I’ve changed my mind. I want you to keep the seeds. 
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Until you’re ready to give them to my kids, and teach them all the 
songs.
DANIEL. They’re only seven and four.
MARIE. I know. But as soon as possible I hope you’ll teach them, 
show them how to hold onto these seeds, for their own kids. And if 
you decide to have kids, I don’t know what we’ll do, but we’ll cross 
that bridge when we—
DANIEL. I don’t want to bring kids into this world. Not the way it is 
now.
MARIE. You have to have some hope, bro. You just have to. That’s 
another reason you’re hiding the seeds for us, for hope. You’ll see.

MARIE hugs DANIEL, then she picks up the jar and hands it to 
him.

MARIE. Now, come on. Let’s get out of here before the oil spies come 
back. It’s getting dark.

MARIE picks up a backpack. DANIEL puts the jar in it, and 
then takes the back pack, putting it on. MARIE opens the front 
door, and quickly looks out, then back at him.

DANIEL. Got ‘em.
MARIE. (Urgently.) All clear. Let’s go!

Echoes of “We hay a hay a ho, way hay a hay a ho, we hay 
a hay a ho, way hay a hay a ho” fill the space. They go out 
together. Blackout.


